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ABSTRACT

A detailed multi-zone thermodynamic simulation has been developed for the
direct-injection (DI) diesel engine combustion process. For the purpose of predicting
heterogeneous type combustion systems, the model explores the formation of preignition radicals, start of combustion, and eventual heat release. These mechanisms are
described based on the current understanding and knowledge of the diesel engine
combustion acquired through advanced laser-based diagnostics. Six zones are developed
to take into account the surrounding bulk gas, liquid- and vapor-phase fuel, pre-ignition
mixing, fuel-rich combustion products as well as the diffusion flame combustion
products. A three-step phenomenological soot model and a nitric oxide emission model
are applied based on where and when each of these reactions mainly occurs within the
diesel fuel jet evolution process.
The simulation is completed for a 4.5 liter, inline four-cylinder diesel engine for
a range of operating conditions. Specifically, the engine possesses a compression ratio of
16.6, and has a bore and stroke of 106 and 127 mm. The results suggest that the
simulation is able to accurately reproduce the fuel jet evolution and heat release process
for conventional diesel engine combustion conditions. The soot and nitric oxide models
are able to qualitatively predict the effects of various engine parameters on the engineout emissions. In particular, the detailed thermodynamics and characteristics with
respect to the combustion and emission formation processes are investigated for different
engine speed/loads, injection pressures and timings, and EGR levels. The local
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thermodynamic properties and energy, mass distributions obtained from the simulation
offer some fundamental insights into heterogeneous type combustion systems. The
current work provides opportunities to better study and understand the diesel engine
combustion and emission formation mechanisms for conventional diesel engine
combustion modes. The flexible, low computational cost features of this simulation
result in a convenient tool for conducting parametric studies, and benefits for engine
control and diagnostics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internal combustion engines are deemed major contributors to the hazardous
emissions and consumers of fossil-fuel resources. In contrast with the homogenous type
combustion mode (spark-ignition engine), the heterogeneous type combustion mode
(compression-ignition engine) exhibits a more complex, turbulent and multiphase
combustion process which involves fuel injection and mixing, the formation of preignition radicals, and eventual heat release process. These features result in complex
diesel fuel jet evolution and emission formation processes. A thorough understanding of
the DI diesel engine combustion process is of particular interest to meet the stringent
emission standards with high engine efficiency.
The numerical simulation is an important tool to enhance our understanding of real
physical phenomenon, offer guidance and framework for interpreting experimental
observations. Various mathematical models have been developed and applied over a half
century. These models range from simple one-zone, zero-dimensional models for engine
control to sophisticated, complex three-dimensional models. While the one-zone, zerodimensional non-linear engine models are easy to handle and are characterized by low
computational effect, the solutions are generally non-predictive and also lack “local”
information in the combustion chamber. On the other hand, three-dimensional engine
models utilizing CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulation involve complex
temporal and spatial resolutions. The expensive computational effort of CFD model
makes it impractical for extensively examining the effects of various engine parameters
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on combustion and emission formations or conducting engine constant calibration
routines. The intermediate, phenomenological multi-zone models bridge the gap between
the fast, non-predictive one zone model and the sophisticated time-consuming threedimensional CFD model. Phenomenological models are able to provide a relatively
complete assessment of the fuel jet evolution and combustion process with substantial
reduced computational time, and offer some important “local” information so that
qualitative prediction of engine-out emissions become achievable. Phenomenological
models, therefore, are often considered as the most practical method to describe the
diesel engine combustion process.
The progress of phenomenological models relies heavily on accurate information
and knowledge of the diesel fuel jet evolution process. With the assistance of advanced
laser-based diagnostics, current understanding of DI diesel engine combustion processes
is substantially improved. The in-cylinder and combustion bomb studies provide an
abundance of new information and important knowledge on the reacting diesel fuel jet
development. The laser-sheet images of the flame structure, nitric oxide and soot
distribution exhibit a different picture of the diesel fuel jet evolution process as expected
from previous descriptions. This reliable information and knowledge can provide a basic
framework and guidance for the development of numerical simulations. A new
phenomenological model which incorporates all of the information is of particular
importance for researchers to study and better understand the features of diesel engine
combustion systems.
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2. OBJECTIVES

The overall purpose of this research is intended to develop a six-zone predictive
phenomenological model with detailed thermodynamics by applying the current
understanding of DI diesel engine combustion process. This model should be able to
accurately predict the evolution of the diesel fuel jet, offer detailed local thermodynamic
information, and provide some fundamental insights of the combustion and emission
formation processes. The flexible, low computational cost features can bring some
benefits for engine control and diagnostics. This new model is limited to the fuel
injection and combustion phase, and the intake, compression and exhaust processes are
not covered. The specific tasks will be achieved as follows:
1. Construct the model structure and describe the occurrence of the DI diesel engine
combustion based on the updated information and knowledge of the reacting diesel
fuel jet. This model should be able to capture the basic features of the diesel fuel jet
penetration, fuel/gas mixing and evaporation, ignition and heat release processes.
2. Build the soot and nitric oxide emission models by applying the current
understanding of the emission formation processes in the reacting diesel fuel jet. A
three-step phenomenological soot model and a nitric oxide emission model would be
developed based on where and when each of these reactions mainly occurs within the
diesel fuel jet evolution process. The qualitative prediction for the effects of major
engine parameters on engine-out emissions should be achieved.
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3. Calibrate and validate the combustion and emission models with experimental data
for a range of operating conditions. Explore the major effects of engine model
constants on the engine performance and emissions. Examine the numerical accuracy
of the simulation results.
4. Investigate the detailed thermodynamics and characteristics of the diesel engine
combustion and emission formation processes for different operating conditions
including load and speed, EGR level, injection pressure and timing. Uncover several
fundamental insights of the DI diesel engine combustion system. Provide
opportunities to better understand the diesel engine combustion and emission
formation mechanisms for conventional diesel engine combustion processes.
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3. BACKGROUND

The complex task of improving on diesel engines becomes more challenging in
recent years in order to comply with the stringent emission standards with high thermal
efficiency. As a result of the high complexity of the diesel fuel jet reacting process,
fundamental understanding of the diesel engine combustion process can be only
achieved by the combination of experimental and modeling approaches. The advanced
experimental studies can provide some accurate information and knowledge within the
combustion chamber to interpret measurement observations, to validate and calibrate
new mathematical models. On the other hand, the numerical simulations are
advantageous to carry out extensive parametric studies, help understand the complex
physical sub-processes, obtain more detailed information about fuel spray and
combustion processes. Nowadays, the phenomenological description or “conceptual
model” of diesel engine combustion has been greatly improved thanks to advanced laserbased diagnostics which is able to offer detailed spatial and temporal knowledge of the
reacting diesel fuel jet. These features are of importance for the development of more
accurate mathematical models. The following subsections include a summary of
background information regarding the diesel engine conceptual model development and
a review of engine combustion and emission simulation in the literature.
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3.1. Conceptual model development
Prior to the advanced laser diagnostics applied in optically accessible engines, the
understanding of diesel engine combustion processes was very limited. The direct
measurements via high-speed cinematographic data and sampling probes only provided
some limited spatial resolution and quantitative data which cannot fully describe the
actual diesel fuel jet combustion process. As a result, the initial attempt to describe
diesel combustion was based on a series of assumption and yielded a lot of uncertainties.
The basic concept was assuming a distribution of fuel/air mixture from the rich
center to lean edge of the spray [1]. The initial premixed combustion was thought to
occur in regions that were nearly stoichiometric around the jet periphery [2]. Figure 1
shows an example of the “old” conceptual model for the diesel fuel spray combustion
process as reproduced from Kuo [3]. The fuel droplets penetrated well out of injector
and the diesel diffusion combustion was connected by both the sheath flame and a
collection of individual droplet flames. The soot was assumed to form on the fuel-rich
side of the diffusion flame because of the sufficiently high temperature [4]. Although
these descriptions seemed logical and fitted some of the limited cinematographic and
sampling probes data at that time, researchers should recognize that these descriptions
are not based on direct measurements and subject to further verification.
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Figure 1. An example of the “old” conceptual model for the diesel fuel spray
combustion process. Reproduced from Kuo [3].

With the development of advanced laser-based diagnostics applied in optically
accessible engines, an abundance of new information and important knowledge on the
reacting diesel fuel jet have been discovered. The elastic-scatter imaging obtained by
Espey and Dec [5] showed that liquid fuel penetration is very limited and beyond the
liquid length, all of the fuel is vaporized by the entrainment of hot ambient gas. Espey et
al. [6] found the evolution of vapor fuel distribution finally leads to a relatively
homogenous fuel/gas mixture with equivalence ratios ranging generally from 2 to 4. The
obtained chemiluminescence imaging by Dec and Espey [7] illustrated that the
volumetric premixed combustion occurs in these fuel rich conditions, and not in a
stoichiometric environment. All the fuel in the main combustion zone is vapor-phase.
The phenomenon with fuel droplets presenting near the diffusion flame zone, as implied
in “old” conceptual models, is disproved. After the initial volumetric premixed
combustion, the OH-radical signals [8] showed the diffusion flame is developed along
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the jet edge. The majority of thermal nitric oxide formation mainly occurs here due to
the high diffusion flame temperature and available source of oxygen. The flame remains
lifted so that fuel and ambient gas premix upstream of the reaction zone. The flame liftoff length, defined as the distance from the nozzle to the edge of flame, is critical since it
determines the amount of ambient gas entrained into fuel rich reaction zone. The natural
soot luminosity images [9] provided important information about the soot formation.
Rather than near the diffusion flame, current study indicated that soot occurs throughout
the jet cross-section and mainly in the central region of the fuel jet.
The updated information and knowledge on the diesel combustion exhibit a
completely different picture from the “old” descriptions. Dec [9] proposed a conceptual
model by combining these results and provided a detailed understanding of the temporal
and spatial evolution of a reacting diesel fuel jet. Figure 2 shows Dec’s conceptual
model of the DI diesel combustion during the mixing-controlled combustion period. This
proposed conceptual model is very promising since it virtually incorporates all the
information provided by the sophisticated optical measurement techniques. The
complete description of this conceptual model has been well documented elsewhere [9].
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Figure 2. Dec’s conceptual model [9] of DI diesel combustion during the mixing
controlled combustion period.

Another attractive and concise conceptual picture for describing diesel fuel jet
combustion is presented in Figure 3 by Pickett et al. [10]. In their description, zone 1
represents the non-reacted fuel/ambient mixture upstream of the flame lift-off length.
The reaction propagation, as depicted in zone 2, feeds the fuel-rich product zone 4 by the
volumetric premixed combustion and replenishes high-temperature product reservoir
(zone 3) through the mixing-controlled diffusion combustion. The high-temperature
products in zone 3 tend to stabilize the flame lift-off length. Although their study did not
identify if this reaction propagation is related with a fuel/gas mixing process or a flame,
this proposed model is considered as an important reference for the modeling structure
description in the current work.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the diesel fuel jet combustion proposed by Pickett et al. [10].

Dec indicated that a standing fuel-rich partially premixed flame is assumed to
form downstream of the lift-off length which leads to the initial soot formation (as
shown in Figure 2). Pickett and Siebers [11] investigated the soot formation region near
the lift-off length in depth. They confirmed the existence of this fuel-rich partially
premixed flame, but suggested the first soot formation occurs after a finite distance of
this flame. The soot precursor formation is expected to fill the gap. The relationship
between flame lift-off length and soot formation has been studied and emphasized [1214]. Pickett and co-workers conducted a series of investigations on soot formation
processes of diesel fuel jets under different orifice diameters [12], ambient temperatures,
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gas densities, injection pressures [13], and oxygen concentrations [14]. The soot level
and formation rate have been found to closely correlate with the equivalence ratio at the
lift-off length and the fuel-rich combustion temperature. Generally, enhanced fuel-air
mixing upstream of the lift-off length reduces the soot level. Lower combustion
temperature prohibits the soot formation rate and soot formation region will be
effectively stretched out associated with longer residence time.
3.2. Engine combustion and emission simulation
The development and application of engine simulations have been extensively
emphasized for researchers to study various features and issues in combustion engines.
Three different categories are distinguished based on the model complexity. As shown in
Figure 4, the one-zone, zero-dimensional non-linear engine models [15] are capable of
engine control and diagnostics due to their “real time” ability. The solutions used to
model the engine combustion process are generally non-predictive. They are unable to
make predictions of effects of important engine parameters on combustion. The engineout emissions cannot be calculated due to the lack of “local” information in the
combustion chamber. On the other hand, three-dimensional engine models utilizing CFD
simulation [16] involve complex temporal and spatial resolutions and a series of partial
differential equations to be solved. The overall computation process is extremely
expensive. The predictive quality such as in-cylinder pressure, heat release rate, and
emissions, however, is not necessarily better than that with simpler models. It is because
the small errors generated within particular sub-models due to the mutual interactions
may eventually add up to considerable error within the overall computation result [17].
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And the inevitable employment of empirical correlations further reduces the reliability of
CFD calculation.

Figure 4. Combustion model classification [17]

Phenomenological multi-zone models are often considered as the most practical
method to predict the diesel engine combustion. The phenomenological models divide
the combustion chamber into multiple zones, ranging between as few as two and as
many as several hundreds, with different temperatures and chemical compositions. The
spatial resolution, albeit much coarser than in CFD codes, is enough to describe the
physical sub-processes during the fuel jet evolution process. The accurate prediction of
the influence of important engine parameters on the diesel combustion and emissions
can be achieved. Since the phenomenological models only involve ordinary differential
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equations, the computing time is significantly reduced. For the above reasons, the
phenomenological multi-zone model is chosen in this study.
Since previous phenomenological models [18, 19] have been developed based on
the “old” conceptual model, some researchers are trying to incorporate new information
and knowledge into current models. Maiboom et al. [20] developed a phenomenological
combustion model based on Dec’s conceptual model. They were able to predict
relatively accurate heat release rate and provide some important local information. This
work did not include chemistry and thus was not able to model EGR-incurred low
temperature combustion (LTC) conditions. The accurate prediction of pollutant
emissions was also unreachable. Asay [21] and Ebrahimi et al. [22] created a five zone
diesel cycle simulation model with the knowledge of the internal structure of DI diesel
fuel jets as well as empirical correlations predicting fuel jet development. This model
included all the basic features of diesel combustion. In particular, they extended the
chemical equilibrium model with 21 species which allows the program to solve for
problems with local equivalence ratios up to at least 8. The downside of this model was
the lack of important sub-models such as lift-off length, gas entrainment into combustion
products, and allocation of heat transfer. The lack of these sub-models result in some
inaccuracy of local thermodynamic properties as well as the heat release rate.
Nitric oxide and soot emissions represent the toughest challenges for internal
combustion engine researchers to meet the future emission legislations. Modeling efforts
for these emissions from internal combustion engines have been developed since the
1960s. The nitric oxide emissions produced in internal combustion engines are mainly
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from thermal, prompt, fuel nitrogen and

intermediate mechanisms [23-25]. The

Zeldovich (thermal) mechanism accounts for the majority of nitric oxide emissions
under conventional engine operating conditions. The Fenimore (prompt) mechanism
prevails for rich mixtures at relatively low temperature where residence time is short.
The nitrogen-containing fuel can contribute to the total nitric oxide formation with
similar route as that occurs in prompt mechanism. The

-intermediate pathway is of

particular importance for diluted, low temperature combustion conditions [25].
Unlike nitric oxide formation kinetics, the soot formation and oxidation
mechanisms are not fully understood and remain one of the biggest challenges for diesel
engine simulations. Probably the simplest soot emission model is based on a two-step
empirical formula proposed by Hiroyasu et al. [26]. Tesner et al. [27] suggested a chaintype soot formation process from the formation of radical nuclei to the soot particle
growth later. Schubiger et al. [28] introduced a characteristic turbulent mixing timing
into the soot oxidation rate calculation so as to account for the turbulence effects on the
soot oxidation. More sophisticated but still quasi-global models have been developed by
Surovikin [29] and Fusco et al. [30]. Both models [29, 30] are intended to provide
detailed soot precursor kinetics and soot particle dynamics as well as the oxidation
process. These models have been used in diesel engine simulations and generally
implemented under the standard KIVA codes [30, 31]. The predictive quality of soot
emission models, however, still yields considerable uncertainties. Sencic et al. [32]
found the ambient pressure influence on soot emissions by applying the Fusco soot
model cannot be well reproduced. Liu et al. [33] discovered that the Fusco soot model is
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not consistent with the experimental measurements with various injection timings, and
Tao et al. [34] proposed an improved multi-step soot model based on Fusco’s
description and suggested that the pathway of soot precursor radical formation via
acetylene (C2H2) is more important. Their results, however, still seem to contradict
experimental evidence for different injection pressures.
More detailed multi-step models are only achievable when researchers have a
deeper understanding of the physical and chemical processes. The complex precursor
formation mechanisms such as whether formation of precursors (PAH) is directly related
to growth species C2H2 or the parent fuel itself are still the subject of uncertainty [34, 35].
The sub-mechanisms including agglomeration, surface growth, direct deposit processes
are very demanding, and the employment of only semi-empirical kinetic models requires
further validation. On the other hand, the proper adjustment of multi-step mechanisms is
much more difficult and only possible with a very large number of experimental data
points. Consequently, the simpler soot model, despite the possible unrealistically low
peak value during combustion, is still prevalent in engine simulations to offer a
relatively reasonable engine-out soot emission prediction.
Instead of the semi-global mechanisms discussed before, several comprehensive
reaction mechanisms that describe the gas-phase kinetics have been proposed to capture
the physical and chemical processes leading from the fuel molecules to soot particles on
a molecular scale [36, 37]. The core of the reaction model includes the formation of
benzene and phenyl from linear hydrocarbon molecules up to C6 species, the creation of
larger polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) by the so-called HACA sequence and
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finally soot particle formation with different structures and sizes resulting from a number
of polymerization steps. These detailed chemistry soot models have been successfully
applied for the laminar and turbulent diffusion flames with enormous computational
expenditure. But they are not yet a standard in diesel engine modeling [38] because of
the practical uncertainties of diesel fuel pyrolysis and oxidation, dominance of turbulent
mixing and the unsteady nature of the process under engine conditions. These detailed
chemistry soot models are outside the scope of the current work.
The overall purpose of the current research is intended to develop a new, detailed
six-zone phenomenological diesel engine model. A reduced phenomenological threestep soot model and a nitric oxide formation model are imbedded. Once the simulation is
formulated, the model is calibrated and validated by comparison to the existing
experimental data. A number of engine parameters, numerical accuracy, detailed
thermodynamics and characteristics of diesel engine combustion and emission formation
processes under different engine operating conditions will be evaluated.
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4. MODELING DESCRIPTION

The detailed model description is presented in this section. The evolution of the
diesel jet is introduced based on current understanding of diesel engine combustion
process. The model includes six zones. All zones have the same instantaneous pressure,
but each zone has individual temperature and chemical composition. The spray geometry
is obtained from Siebers et al. [39-42] studies. The empirical ignition delay model, heat
transfer and combustion rates are determined. The combustion products are calculated
by applying the well-developed chemical equilibrium model with twelve species. The
first law of thermodynamics, mass balances and the ideal gas equation are utilized to
derive the instantaneous thermodynamic properties such as the zonal temperatures,
volumes and pressures. The three-step soot model is developed by incorporating the
physical processes of fuel pyrolysis, soot inception and oxidation. The nitric oxide
model is governed by the Zeldovich (thermal) mechanism and

intermediate

mechanism.
4.1. Modeling structure and fuel jet evolution description
The model structure is constructed to describe the occurrence of DI diesel
combustion in the absence of wall interactions and swirl. As shown in Figure 5, the
combustion chamber is divided into six zones: liquid fuel zone, vapor fuel zone, preignition mixing zone, fuel-rich combustion product zone, diffusion flame combustion
product zone and surrounding bulk gas zone, respectively. The fuel jet evolution from
the start of injection up through the end of combustion is described in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the zone description.

A liquid fuel zone is first formed as the fuel jet is injected into the cylinder. The
liquid fuel including droplets and ligaments covers this zone and a small vapor-fuel
region begins to develop along the sides of this zone. The fuel evaporation process
occurs in a supercritical environment. As the spray reaches the maximum liquid
penetration, which is called liquid length, the liquid fuel zone becomes constant and
beyond the liquid length, the entrainment of hot gas into the jet is sufficient to vaporize
the fuel. Since the amount of vapor fuel in this zone is small, it is neglected in this work.
The composition of zone 1 is assumed to be only liquid fuel, and entrained gas.
Vapor fuel zone begins to form as the injected fuel continues to penetrate across
the chamber beyond the liquid length and until the flame lift-off length. Zone 2 contains
all the vapor fuel with well-mixed gas entrained from zone 6. The flame lift-off allows
the fuel and gas to mix upstream prior to any combustion and thus significantly
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influences the diesel fuel jet combustion and emission formation processes. The
investigation of flame lift-off by Siebers et al. [39] illustrates that the lift-off length is
strongly affected by the cylinder pressure, temperature, oxygen concentration and
injector conditions.

Figure 6. Temporal sequence of schematics showing the fuel spray jet evolution.

As the penetration of the fuel jet continues, the leading portion is made up of a
relatively uniform fuel/gas mixture with equivalence ratios ranging from approximately
2 to 4 (Figure 6(b)). With the high cylinder temperature and pressure, the auto-ignition
begins to occur volumetrically throughout zone 3. The fuel-rich combustion product
zone 4 begins to grow toward both the injector and spray tip corresponding to the rapid
shrinking of pre-ignition mixing zone 3 and continuous fuel jet penetration, respectively.
The initial part of the premixed burn consumes the previous well-mixed gas in zone 3
and a large amount of incomplete combustion products are generated at intermediate
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temperature. The temperature does not reach the stoichiometric flame temperature
because a large portion of the chemical energy remains in carbon monoxide and unoxidized products due to the lack of oxygen. These incomplete combustion products will
be oxidized with the subsequent gas entrainment into zone 4. The oxidation process is
determined by the fresh gas entrainment rate, which is related to the turbulent kinetic
energy, as well as the concentration of oxygen. Meanwhile, the volumetric soot
formation is marked by the start of initial premixed combustion. Zone 3 consists of the
unconsumed fuel/gas mixture and zone 4 is composed of fuel-rich combustion products.
After the initial premixed combustion, a diffusion flame forms at the jet edge. The
onset of the diffusion flame corresponds to the midpoint of the premixed burn spike in
the apparent heat release rate [9]. The unconsumed fuel left from the volumetric fuelrich premixed burn as well as the subsequent fuel-rich mixture entrained into zone 3 will
burn as a mixing-controlled diffusion flame associated with high temperature resulting
from stoichiometric combustion. The high temperature diffusion combustion product
zone 5 develops. The combustion gradually transitions to being a purely mixingcontrolled, lifted, turbulent diffusion flame combustion mode. There is no fresh gas
entrained into zone 3 since it is consumed in the diffusion flame. The bulk of thermal
nitric oxide production and soot oxidation process mainly occur in zone 5 due to the high
diffusion flame temperature and available source of oxygen.
A lot of researchers [9, 11] have confirmed that a fuel-rich partially premixed
flame (normally with an equivalence ratio of 3 to 5) forms at the zone 3 periphery after
the start of combustion which creates an almost ideal environment for the soot precursor
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formation just downstream of the lift-off length. It is thought that all these extreme fuelrich combustion products will meet the surrounding fresh gas in zone 6, combust as
diffusion flame and convert to complete combustion products promptly after this fuelrich premixed combustion. The effect on fuel heat release is actually modest. In this
work, the fuel-rich partially premixed flame is only intended to predict the soot
precursor formation process (in more detail later), and is neglected in the combustion
model.
The fuel jet evolution after the end of injection has not been well understood. Few
investigations have been conducted to uncover the spray evolution after the end of
injection. For this work, the last portion of injected fuel is assumed to penetrate into the
cylinder associated with the gas entrainment similar to the previous fuel parcels, going
through the liquid fuel zone, vapor fuel zone, pre-ignition mixing zone and eventually
burning as diffusion flame. The end of the fuel jet corresponds to the penetration of the
last injected fuel. As the end of the fuel jet moves forward, the mass and volume of the
liquid fuel zone (zone 1) begin to shrink and vanish when the last fuel penetration is
beyond the liquid length, a similar phenomenon will occur in vapor fuel zone (zone 2)
and pre-ignition mixing zone (zone 3). As shown in Figure 6(d), after the end of
injection, the fuel-rich products keep penetrating throughout the cylinder, associated
with the growth of zone 5. The zone 3 shrinks gradually and eventually vanishes when
the last fuel parcels burn out as a diffusion flame, and the combustion process is
terminated.
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4.2. Spray model
The spray model is based on Siebers et al. [39-42] for a typical diesel spray
penetration using a constant-volume combustion vessel, and common-rail fuel injectors.
By examining the effects of ambient gas density, fuel vaporization, oxygen
concentration, injection tips parameters and gas temperature on the vaporizing/nonvaporizing spray penetration, liquid length and flame lift-off length, a series of scaling
laws have been developed and a relatively completed, idealized diesel spray penetration
model has been proposed regarding the geometry of the fuel spray. This includes the
penetration length, spread angle, liquid length, lift-off length and gas entrainment rate.
Since the combustion process is not covered in this spray model, the information is used
to only describe the fuel jet evolution for zone 1, zone 2 and zone 3.
The penetration correlation is derived based on the fuel mass balance and
momentum balance for the non-vaporizing fuel spray. The idealized spray [39] assumes
(a) no velocity slip between the injected fuel and the entrained surrounding gas, (b)
quasi-steady flow with a uniform growth rate, and (c) uniform velocity, fuel
concentration. The comparison between vaporizing penetration data and this correlation
shows that the vaporization reduces or slows penetration as much as 20% at extremely
low gas density conditions. However, the reduction becomes smaller for typical diesel
gas density and long penetration distance. A more accurate vaporizing fuel spray
penetration may be needed for the improvement of this part. The dimensionless
penetration time is expressed as a function of the dimensionless penetration distance :
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(1)
with

,

,

The normalization factor

and

are defined as:
(2)
(3)

with effective nozzle diameter

, fuel injection velocity

, and the ratio of fuel

density to surrounding gas density given by
(4)
(5)
(6)
where

,

are area contraction coefficient and velocity contraction coefficient.

the nozzle orifice diameter.

and

is

represent the injection fuel pressure and cylinder

average pressure, respectively.
An accurate inverse penetration correlation to evaluate the non-dimensional
penetration as a function of the non-dimensional time is given by:
(7)
The spray angle was developed by Siebers [40] by using schlieren technology. The
measured spray excludes the unsteady head vortex of spray (zone 3).
(8)
The modeled spray angle “ ” is related to the “real” measured angle as shown in
Equation (9) by equating the density, mass flow and momentum flow to those of a
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“realistic ” spray [39]. The value of 0.66 is used based on a best fit of the correlation to
the non-vaporizing data:
(9)
Using the principle of overall momentum balance, the ratio of gas mass flux to the
fuel mass flux at any location is expressed as:
(10)
Furthermore, the scaling law for the liquid length was developed based on the
energy balance between the energy entrained from hot surrounding gas and the injected
fuel vaporization process, and the maximum penetration length of liquid fuel was
presented as [42]:
(11)
with the specific energy ratio, B, proposed by Siebers [40] as:
(12)
where

and

are the vaporized fuel and ambient gas compressibility,

and

are

fuel and ambient gas molecular weights. The last term of equation (12) is the quotient of
enthalpy difference required to heat and vaporize liquid fuel and enthalpy difference for
the entrained ambient gas to heat and vaporize the fuel. The saturation temperature “ ”
at the location of liquid length, can be iteratively solved with the knowledge of fuel and
gas properties and the initial conditions.

is the corresponding partial pressure of the

vapor fuel.
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As mentioned above, the flame lift-off length plays a crucial role in the
combustion and soot emissions in DI diesel engines. Siebers et al. [41] conducted a
series of investigation under quiescent conditions and derived the following scaling law
for the calculation of lift-off length:
(13)
where

and

are surrounding gas temperature and density,

fuel mass fraction,

is the stoichiometric

is the empirical coefficient.

The above fuel spray correlations are based on a constant volume combustion
vessel with nearly constant thermodynamic conditions (temperature, density). Some
deviations may be caused in the highly transient diesel engine environment. Based on
the comparison between developed fuel penetration correlations and experimental
measurements of local equivalence ratio and fuel penetration by Espey et al. [6], Naber
and Siebers [39], however, illustrated that the agreement with engine results is fairly
good which indicates the slight variation of thermodynamic conditions has modest effect
on the fuel spray evolution. In this work, the thermodynamic conditions at the start of
injection (SOI) are applied in the spray model and maintained constant during the fuel
jet evolution. In addition, the fluctuation of lift-off length due to the start and end of
injection transients has been experimentally shown [12]. The evolution of flame lift-off
is expected to influence the fuel jet combustion and soot emission formation. Since there
is no data to predict the evolution of flame lift-off, the empirical coefficient

would

be calibrated to determine a time-average flame lift-off length. The model can be
improved in this area as additional information is available.
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Finally, the injection rate model which strongly affects the diesel combustion
process needs to be specified. The start and end of injection correspond to the measured
opening and closing of the needle lift. The rate of injection is based on the experimental
instantaneous injector voltage signals. A varying nozzle area [20] is applied to achieve
the best fit. The instantaneous injection mass rate is expressed as:
(14)
where

is the discharge coefficient,

.

is the nozzle area.

4.3. Combustion model description
4.3.1. Equilibrium products of combustion
The calculation of the equilibrium products of combustion is based on the work by
Olikara and Borman [43]. Twelve species are included in the combustion products. To
introduce the EGR gas into the combustion reaction equation, the overall reaction
equation is modified as:

(15)
where

is the mole of product species i for one mole fuel.

is the mole EGR ratio

which is defined as the mole fraction of exhaust gas in the intake manifold. The EGR
composition is determined by the equilibrium products of combustion at a specific
equivalence ratio value [2].

is the oxygen mole fraction of EGR. Figure 7

presents the calculated EGR composition as a function of the fuel/air equivalence ratio.
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In this work, only six major species including

,

,

,

,

, and

are

considered in the computation of the EGR composition.
To solve this problem, there must be 12 equations. The first 5 equations are the
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and argon balances, and the rest come from
equilibrium reactions. By using the Newton-Raphson method and Gaussian elimination
method, the products can be solved with a proper initial guess close to the correct
solution [43]. Note that the equilibrium calculation is limited between 1350

to 9000 .

In addition, this calculation cannot handle the formation of free carbon. It is limited to
equivalence ratio less than
.
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Figure 7. EGR composition as a function of fuel/air equivalence ratio (n-heptane).
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4.3.2. Ignition delay model and heat transfer
The ignition delay is defined as the time between start of injection
ignition

and start of

. The overall ignition delay consists of physical ignition delay which

accounts for the time elapsing for the evaporation of injected fuel and chemical ignition
delay which represents the chemical kinetics of the ignition process. The physical
ignition delay

can be modeled with the time needed for the fuel spray to reach the

liquid length. The chemical ignition delay
correlation.

and

is modeled with the Arrhenius type

are the average equivalence ratio and temperature of fuel/gas

mixture in zone 2 and zone 3. Ignition is considered to occur when the integral of 1/ID
from

to

is equal to 1.0.
(16)

where
(17)
The overall cylinder heat transfer model is based on forced convection. A number
of correlations for the instantaneous heat transfer coefficients have been developed. The
Hohenberg model [44] is used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient:
(18)
where

is the cylinder volume and

is the mean piston speed. The overall heat

transfer rate to the cylinder gases is expressed as:
(19)
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The overall heat transfer is derived based on the cylinder averaged temperature
and the total surface area (A). To accurately reflect the local information, it is critical to
allocate the total heat transfer to each zone. For this work, the heat transfer in each zone
is assumed to be proportional to individual volume and the temperature difference based
on Caton’s description [45]. The allocated heat transfer is expressed as following
equations.
with j = 1,2,3,4,5

(20)
(21)

4.3.3. Combustion rate calculation
Different empirical combustion rates have been developed and discussed
elsewhere [45-47]. In this work, the premixed burn rate is calculated by using the widely
adopted empirical model developed by Watson [46]. The available gas mass prepared for
premixed combustion is the limiting factor.
(22)
where

,

represent the well-mixed gas mass and equivalence ratio in zone

3 at start of combustion.
of fuel.

is the ambient gas mass necessary for the combustion of 1 kg

is the normalized time ranging from 0 to 1.

,

variables can be

correlated for different diesel engines. The values used here are based on Watson’s
correlation.
(23)
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The upper constraint of

is set as 2.5. This can have two major explanations:

(1) it would fail to get solutions when equivalence ratio is beyond approximately 3
during the calculation of premixed combustion products due to the limitation of the
equilibrium model [43]. (2) The gas-fuel mixture prepared for premixed combustion is
not homogeneous. Several hot spots would likely develop in this premixed rich
combustion and some fuel, especially upstream of zone 3, may not meet oxygen and
combust. Therefore, it is assumed that the normalized equivalence ratio

is 2.5 if

the actual value is beyond 2.5. Modest change of this parameter would not significantly
change the results of the current study.
The remaining fuel left in zone 3, together with the subsequent entrained fuel/gas
mixture from zone 2 will mix with the ambient fresh gas in zone 6 such that a diffusion
flame forms and the high temperature diffusion combustion product zone 5 begins to
develop. As the last of the premixed gas is consumed, the combustion transitions to be
purely mixing-controlled. The overall process is governed by the mixing-frequency
approach described by Barba et al. [47]. The concept of a frequency model is proposed
to predict the mixing-controlled burn rate as:
(24)
The characteristic mixing frequency

should be interpreted as a control of the

diffusion process. Mixing frequency is considered as the quotient of the characteristic
mixing velocity

and the characteristic mixing length

. The cubic root of the

cylinder volume

, overall equivalence ratio and the number of nozzle holes

constructed to represent the characteristic mixing length. The characteristic mixing
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are

velocity is given by the turbulence in the cylinder. It is composed by the turbulence
caused by the motion of the charge air
turbulent kinetic energy

and the turbulence caused by the injection

. The two parameters

and

are evaluated as 2.5 and 0.2

respectively [47].

(25)
The density of turbulent kinetic energy k is expressed based on the conservation of
energy:
(26)
The first part of equation (26) is the kinetic energy of the injected fuel, which can
be expressed as [20]:
(27)
The second part is the dissipation of energy. The pre-factors

and

are

given as 0.04 and 0.3 [47], respectively.
4.3.4. Six-zone energy balance
The first law of thermodynamics is applied to solve the thermodynamic properties
in each zone. The volumes of liquid fuel zone (zone 1) and vapor fuel zone (zone 2) are
derived with the knowledge of penetration length and spray spreading angle. For the
unsteady head vortex including zone 3, zone 4, and zone 5, the ideal gas equation is
applied. The instantaneous internal energy (absolute quantities including the enthalpy of
formation) is derived based on the conservations of energy and mass, and the specific
gas constant, molecular mass, temperature are calculated.
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In the liquid zone (zone 1), the fuel droplets are sprayed and vaporized in a
supercritical environment. The high-pressure droplet vaporization involves complex gas
absorption, liquid solubility and liquid-vapor equilibrium process. Although the incylinder gas temperature and pressure are typically beyond the fuel critical condition,
Siebers [40] indicated that diesel fuel still experiences subcritical vaporization process.
The calculated saturated fuel vapor temperature,

never reaches supercritical

conditions. This temperature is considered as the approximate average temperature in
zone 1. The instantaneous internal energy in zone 1 is calculated based on the energy
balance.

(28)
The composition of zone 2 is vapor fuel and gas. The average temperature of
zone 2 is derived as:

(29)
Zone 3 is the pre-ignition mixing zone. Beyond the lift-off length, well-premixed
fuel-gas mixture begins to burn volumetrically as the premixed combustion mode after
ignition delay period. And the remaining fuel, together with the subsequent entrained
fuel/gas mixture, will meet the ambient fresh gas and burn as diffusion flame. The
overall internal energy in zone 3 is expressed as:
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(30)
where

represents the previously well-mixed gas in zone 3. Note that the gas
entrainment

is determined from the spray model prior to the start of diffusion

combustion. The onset of the diffusion flame prohibits further gas entrainment into zone
3,

if t >

. The high temperature, low density gas developed in zone 5

depresses the turbulence level and local strain, stabilizes the diffusion flame. The
turbulent mixing with the ambient fresh gas from zone 6, which ignites the rich fuel/gas
mixture in zone 3, will be governed by the mixing-frequency as shown in the following
equation.
with

(31)

In the combustion product zones (zone 4 and zone 5), some fresh gas is entrained
into combustion products and reaches a new equilibrium condition. The phenomenon
involves the dilution, oxidization, energy release of incomplete combustion products.
The rate of gas entrainment into combustion products is derived based on the concept of
contact area between two zones with a characteristic mixing time [48].
i = 4, 5
where

is the unburned gas mass of zone 6, and

mass of zone 4 or zone 5. The mixing time scale
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is the combustion product
is evaluated with the same

(32)

correlation utilized as a mixing frequency for the diffusion combustion model with
. The constant

scales the magnitude of the resulting gas entrainment

rate.
The internal energy of zone 4 and zone 5 is expressed as:
(33)

(34)
Zone 6 is the surrounding bulk gas, of which the composition is always air and
EGR. The internal energy in zone 6 can be determined.

(35)
Once all the zone temperatures are determined based on the energy equations, the
overall cylinder averaged temperature is obtained.
(36)
The overall pressure can be determined by using ideal gas equation. The sum of all
zonal volumes is equal to the instantaneous cylinder volume. The apparent heat release
rate is calculated using the First Law of Thermodynamics, as shown:
(37)
(38)
(39)
with γis the ratio of specific heat.
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4.4. Emission model description
The successful development of phenomenological soot and nitric oxide models
requires determining where and when each of these reactions occurs during the
combustion process. These determinations need to be consistent with the current
understanding of emission formation process within the reacting diesel fuel jet [11].
Figure 8 illustrates emission formation regimes in the multi-zone thermodynamic model
and how the emissions are related to the so-called “phi-T” map. The green path line
shown on the “phi-T” map corresponds to the adiabatic flame temperature. The arrows
correspond to the typical diesel fuel evolution process.

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of emission formation regimes for the conventional diesel
engine combustion. The “phi-T” map with soot and NOx formation islands is adapted
from [49].
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The fuel parcels experience the vaporization and mixing process with the
entrained hot gas in zones 1-3. A fuel-rich partially premixed flame, supported by the
fuel-rich mixture in zone 3, forms at the zone 3 periphery (this flame is neglected in the
combustion model because of the modest effect on the overall heat release rate). The
first condensed phase material, such as propargyl and acetylene radicals, its higher
analogues (C2nH2) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are identified to occur
in a mixture of combustion products originating from this standing premixed flame
associated with relatively low combustion temperature and high equivalence ratio. The
soot precursors experience complex chemical pathways such as surface growth, direct
deposit, coagulation, and aggregation as they move down the turbulent fuel jet toward
the head vortex of zone 4, leading to soot formation. At the jet edge where a
stoichiometric diffusion flame forms, the high temperature diffusion combustion product
zone 5 develops and that is where the oxidation of soot particles occurs when they reach
or pass through the high temperature reservoir. The soot particles are burned in the
presence of oxidizers to form gaseous products such as CO and CO2. The final engineout soot emissions will result from the balance between soot formation and burnout.
The presented typical conventional diesel combustion process indicates that all of
the premixed combustion is generally under the equivalence ratios of 2-4 with low
combustion temperature which is not conducive to nitric oxide production either by
thermal (require high temperature, typically above 2200 K) or prompt mechanism
(require the equivalence ratio to be below 1.8 [50]). The majority of nitric oxide
emissions are produced in the diffusion flame combustion products because of the high
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temperature and available source of oxygen. This diffusion flame combustion product
zone (zone 5), therefore, is deemed as the major control volume for nitric oxide
formation.
4.4.1. Nitric oxide kinetics
As mentioned above, the kinetics of nitric oxides has been extensively studied.
Four major pathways have been proposed. In this work, only the thermal and N2Ointermediate mechanisms are considered to be the primary pathways. The process is
governed by the following reactions:
:
(40)
:
(41)
:
(42)
:
(43)
:
(44)
In the above expressions,

is the forward rate constant and

is the

corresponding reverse rate constant. The rate constants are obtained by [50-52]. The rate
constant

has the unit of m6/mol2-s, and the units for other constants are m3/mol-s.
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Nitric oxides form in the diffusion flame front and post flame gases where
combustion reaction rates are sufficiently fast and the burned gases are close to
thermodynamic equilibrium. It is, therefore, appropriate to decouple the combustion and
nitric oxide formation process, and approximate the equilibrium concentrations of O, O2,
H, OH and N2. By assuming steady-state concentrations for N and N2O, an explicit nitric
oxide formation can be derived based on Lavoie et al. [53]:
(45)
with
where

,

,

represents the equilibrium rate of the i-th reaction. Subscript “e” denotes

equilibrium concentration (e.g.

). The first term of

equation (45) corresponds to the Zeldovich (thermal) mechanism and the second term
corresponds to N2O-intermediate mechanism. Examination of this equation by Lavoie et
al. [53] implies that most of the nitric oxide formation occurs via Zeldovich (thermal)
mechanism except for lean mixtures with low temperature, where then the N2Ointermediate mechanism will become dominant.
4.4.2. Soot formation and oxidation model
The actual soot precursor formation involves complex fuel pyrolysis mechanisms,
such as production of paraffinic hydrocarbons up to C7 for growth species and the
formation of benzene and pyrene as seed species. For simplicity, the soot precursor
formation rate is expressed based on an Arrhenius type equation:
(46)
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The pre-exponential factors include the precursor formation constant
available vapor fuel mass
reaction equivalence ratio

, average cylinder pressure

,

and fuel-rich premixed

.The original formation rate calculation (equation 46),

proposed by Bayer and Foster [54], used vapor fuel as the inception species for soot
formation. The soot particle precursors actually are closely linked to concentration of
parent fuel. This work considers the fuel vapor forms soot precursors first via the fuelrich partially premixed flame.

is the total fuel vapor mass available for soot

precursor production in zone 3. The term, equivalence ratio

, indicates that not all the

fuel is “available” for conversion to soot precursors, the soot precursor formation
kinetics occurs at the same time as the fuel oxidation kinetics. The equivalence ratio
of this premixed flame and fuel vapor mass

for the above reaction is

determined by the fuel and gas in zone 3. The CHEMKIN chemistry solver is used to
calculate this temperature (

) of the rich reaction equilibrium products with

detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms of n-heptane developed by Curran et al. [55].
The actual fuel pyrolysis reaction depends on the breakdown path of fuel, and a
detailed fuel gas chemistry reaction could be proposed to provide a high level of
accuracy. The combustion reaction rates, however, are considered to be sufficiently fast
with equilibrium products in a time scale much shorter than the time scale modeled here.
The equivalence ratio of the fuel-rich partially premixed flame depends on the
flame lift-off length. The onset of diffusion flame prevents further gas entrainment into
zone 3. Longer flame lift-off length allows more oxygen available within the fuel spray
and a lower equivalence ratio for the fuel-rich premixed reaction.
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The soot formation rate originating from soot precursors is expressed based on the
work of Fusco et al. [30]. The pre-exponential factors include the soot formation
constant

, the net mass of soot precursors

. The temperature of soot formation is

determined from zone 4.
(47)
The soot oxidation rate is described based on the work of Schubiger et al. [28]. To
account for the turbulence effects on the soot oxidation, the overall soot oxidation rate is
expressed as:
(48)
The pre-exponential factors include the soot oxidation constant

, The turbulence

time scale

, the net mass of soot mass

time scale

, once again, can be established by applying equation (25). The

temperature

, and the pressure term. The turbulence

and partial pressure of oxygen

are determined from zone 5.

for the oxidation process, therefore,

represents the oxygen partial pressure of air under

the standard state. The rate of net soot precursor and soot particle mass

,

are

expressed as follows:
(49)
(50)
The pre-exponential factors

,

and exponent term n in equation (48) need

to be calibrated with experimental soot emissions for a specific engine and fuel type.
Again, it should be emphasized that the proposed three-step soot model is empirical and
highly simplified due to a lack of chemical reaction details. In practice, the soot
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oxidation occurs throughout the soot formation process including precursor, nuclei, and
particles stages [2]. Many species such as O2, O, OH, CO2 and H2O in or near the
diffusion flame could oxidize soot. For practical engine simulations, however, the
sensitive and demanding submodels to describe these complex physical processes in
turbulent environment within the combustion chamber still yield considerable
uncertainties. In addition, because of the principal mathematical problem that the final
engine-out soot mass is only a small difference between two large quantities of soot
formation and oxidation, quantitative prediction of absolute engine-out soot
concentrations is impossible. For the above two reasons, even a more comprehensive
soot model is still likely to result in considerable relative errors in the predicted engineout emissions. Consequently, a simply soot oxidation model only through O2 attack is
adopted in this work. The qualitative effects of various engine parameters on the soot
emission can be estimated.
4.5. Numerical solution
The current formulation of this simulation is developed using MATLAB. The
MATLAB toolbox can provide a lot of sophisticated numerical algorithms, such as Euler
or fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, with sufficient accuracy for the approximation of
solutions of these ordinary differential equations.
For the implementation of the thermodynamic combustion simulation, the initial
conditions including temperature, pressure, and mixture composition at the start of
injection need to be acquired. This information can be obtained by using some
commercial engine cycle simulation program. In this work, the simulation program, GT-
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Power, is used to acquire the information. The measured experimental data such as inlet
pressure, temperature, and fuel flow rate are considered as inputs for GT-Power. The
initial conditions at the start of injection are determined and utilized as inputs for the
model.
A number of internal consistency checks may be used to determine the simulation
accuracy. The level of accuracy in this calculation is examined by the introduction of
“computational error”. The error is determined by summing the various energy terms
including the overall internal energy, heat loss, indicated work, fuel enthalpy. The
instantaneous cylinder internal energy change should be equal to the sum of the changes
of indicated work, heat loss and injected fuel enthalpy. As shown in the overall energy
balance equation below. Any unbalance would be deemed as computational error.
(51)
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5. ENGINE SPECIFICATION AND DATA

The selected engine for this study is a 4.5 liter, inline four-cylinder John Deere
engine. Engine specifications are given in Table 1. An electronically controlled fuel
system and exhaust gas recirculation system were equipped in this engine. The exhaust
emissions measurements including CO, CO2, O2, NO, HC were conducted using a
standard emission bench. Exhaust nitric oxide concentration was measured with
chemiluminescence technology. The soot concentration was estimated by the filter
smoke number (FSN). The device for measuring the FSN was an AVL smoke-meter.
The correlations between FSN unit and absolute mass of carbonaceous particles (dry
soot) were investigated and studied elsewhere [58-60]. The correlation developed by
Christian et al. [59] has been illustrated to best correlate with the experimental data [61]
and therefore this correlation [59] is adopted in this work. Detailed information
concerning the selected engine experiments and exhaust emissions measurement
technology can be found in [56, 57].
The experimental data was provided by the Advanced Engine Research laboratory
of Texas A&M University for model comparisons. Table 2 and Table 3 list the selected
experimental operating conditions. The experiments were first completed under three
different speed and load cases including 1400 rev/min with 50 ft-lbs torque, 1900
rev/min with 150 ft-lbs torque and 2400 rev/min with 300 ft-lbs torque as shown in
Table 2. These cases were referred as low speed/load, moderate speed/load and high
speed/load, respectively. Each case had corresponding injection configuration and EGR
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level. The operating point with 1400 rev/min, 50 ft-lbs torque (EGR level: 1.1%, Pinj:
816 bar) was denoted as the base case. Table 3 shows experimental data for two sets of
parametric studies for the base case. The first test mode was the EGR level sweep. The
EGR level increased from 1.1% up to 49.6% under constant injection pressure (816 bar).
The other test mode was the injection pressure sweep. The injection pressure increased
from 750 bar to 1250 bar with constant EGR level (1.1%). Fuel flow rate and injection
timing were held constant throughout the experiments. Inlet temperature and pressure
were not constrained and varied with different operating conditions.

Table 1: Engine specification
Item
Manufacturer

Value
John Deere, lnc.

Displacement

4.5 liter

Compression Ratio

16.57

Bore

106 mm

Stroke

127 mm

Connecting rod length

200 mm

Injection system

Common-rail system, direct injection

Number of injection holes

6

Injection nozzle diameter

0.18 mm

Air system

Variable geometry, turbocharger with EGR
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Table 2: Operating conditions for three different speed/load cases
Item
Speed (rpm)

1400

Value
1900

2400

Fuel flow rate (g/s)

1.1

3.0

6.6

Torque (ft-lb)

50

150

300

EGR level(%)

1.1

0.8

13.2

SOI*(˚bTDC)

8.0

8.4

13.4

Injection pressure (bar)

816

1165

1255

Inlet pressure (bar)

1.2

1.6

2.4

Inlet temperature (K)

302

312

349

* current signal, the actual needle lift open is retarded with a nearly constant time
period (~1.7 ms)

Table 3: Operating conditions for different EGRs and injection pressures
Item
Speed (rpm)

Value
1400

Fuel flow rate (g/s)

~1.1

Torque (ft-lb)

50~60

EGR level(%)

1.1~49.6

SOI*(˚bTDC)

8.0

Injection pressure (bar)

750~1250

Inlet pressure (bar)

1~1.2

Inlet temperature (K)

302~342

* current signal, the actual needle lift open is retarded with a nearly constant time
period (~1.7 ms)
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the simulation are presented and discussed. First,
the empirical coefficients are determined and calibrated through the comparisons
between the calculated and experimental data. In particular, the effects of model
constants on engine performance and emissions are evaluated. Then the numerical
accuracy results are examined. The outputs of the thermodynamic simulation are
validated within a range of operating conditions. Finally, the detailed thermodynamic
results of combustion and emissions are discussed.
6.1. Calibration of model parameters
The principle for choice of the empirical coefficients is the agreement between
calculated and experimental data. The combustion model constants including ignition
delay parameters, lift-off length coefficient, and gas entrainment multiplier into
combustion product zone 4 (cafter,4 ) are first determined by comparisons to experimental
in-cylinder pressures. The gas entrainment multiplier into combustion product zone 5
(cafter,5 ), which significantly affects nitric oxide formation, is calibrated to achieve best
agreement on engine-out nitric oxide emissions for the base case. Finally, the
determination of soot model constants is completed by checking the predicted soot
masses against a series of experimental data points. The calibrated parameters are
summarized in Table 4. The specific model calibration routines, as well as the major
effects of engine model constants on the engine performance and emissions are analyzed
and discussed in the following subsections.
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Table 4: List of empirical coefficient values
Item
Ignition delay parameters

c1

Value
0.24

c2

-0.2

c3

-1.02

c4

4000

Lift-off length coefficient

cLO

1.2e8

Gas entrainment multiplier

cafter,4

0.25

cafter,5

0.05

Ap

15

Af

1.0e10

A0

1050

n

0.75

Soot model constants

6.1.1. Combustion model calibration
To achieve a high level of accuracy for the predicted in-cylinder pressure, the
empirical coefficients including ignition delay parameters, lift-off length coefficient, and
gas entrainment multiplier into combustion product zone 4 (cafter,4 ) need to be
determined. The ignition delay parameters

to

are first determined by checking

experimental onsets of combustion crank angle as indicated by apparent heat release
rates (AHRRs) with calculated values for different operating conditions shown in Table
2 and Table 3. A good match to the experimental pressure curve is obtained with the
values listed in Table 4.
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Use of scaling law for the calculation of lift-off length requires the choice of
empirical coefficient

. Lift-off length determines the quantity of fuel and gas

prepared for the initial volumetric premixed combustion, and thus influences the diesel
fuel jet combustion process. Figure 9 shows the effect of lift-off length on the calculated
in-cylinder pressure and accumulative diffusion burned fuel mass for the base case. The
experimental in-cylinder pressure is shown as a comparison. Longer lift-off length
slightly effects in-cylinder pressure during the initial combustion, while apparently
increases in-cylinder pressure for the rest of combustion. The empirical coefficient
shows the best match. The phenomenon can be explained by checking the
effect of lift-off length on fuel distribution. As shown in Figure 9(b), the longer lift-off
length enhances the fuel mass involved in the diffusion combustion, and the quantity of
fuel involved for the volumetric premixed combustion is reduced correspondingly. This
feature results in the slight pressure reduction during premixed combustion dominated
initial phase and pressure rise during diffusion combustion dominated later phase. The
location of the peak pressure varies correspondingly.
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Figure 9. The effect of lift-off length on the calculated in-cylinder pressure and
accumulative diffusion burned fuel mass for the base case.
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Gas entrainment multiplier,

is another parameter to be calibrated. The gas

entrainment into combustion product zone 4 is highly related with the heat release
intensity of incomplete combustion products in zone 4 and thus affects the predicted incylinder pressure. Figure 10 shows the effect of gas entrainment rate into zone 4 on the
calculated in-cylinder pressure and fuel-rich combustion product temperature for the
base case. More gas entrainment results in higher in-cylinder pressure. As indicated in
Figure 10(b), the fuel-rich combustion product temperature increases since more gas
entrainment enhances the oxidation rate and thereby releases more energy of the
incomplete combustion products during the initial combustion phase. The empirical
coefficient

is found to provide best agreement.

It is noted that constant
constant

effects the location of the peak pressure, while the

has a higher effect on the intensity of initial rapid pressure raise rate.

Bearing this in mind, the constant

was first tuned to achieve the best agreement on

the location of the peak pressure, then

was adjusted to achieve the best fit.

Taking into account the existing experimental uncertainties, the level of accuracy
between calculated and experimental pressure is acceptable. Further adjustment of
engine constants is not considered in this work.
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Figure 10.The effect of gas entrainment rate into zone 4 on the calculated in-cylinder
pressure and fuel-rich combustion product temperature for the base case.
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6.1.2. NO versus gas entrainment rate
The entrainment of unburned gas into the existing diffusion combustion product
zone makes the local equivalence ratio leaner and reduces the product temperature, and
thereby influences the nitric oxide formation. Figure 11 shows the effect of gas
entrainment rate into zone 5 on the instantaneous nitric oxide concentration and product
temperature of zone 5 for the base case. The increase of nitric oxide concentration for
higher gas entrainment rate is attributed to the enhanced available oxygen in the
combustion product zone. Although the product temperature is reduced slightly, the
sufficient combustion temperature and residence time prevent the temperature from
becoming a limiting factor. The dominant effect of gas entrainment rate on the nitric
oxide concentration is clearly illustrated.
Since the gas entrainment into the diffusion combustion product zone 5 greatly
effects the nitric oxide formation, proper adjustment of parameter

can be

implemented to achieve the best agreement of experimental result on nitric oxide
emissions. This parameter is adjusted as

for the base case. It is also noted

that this phenomenon does not involve fuel heat release and thus has modest effect on
the overall calculated in-cylinder pressure. In addition, the fact that gas entrainment rates
in zone 4 and zone 5 are different is expected. The developed high-temperature, lowdensity products in zone 5 at the jet edge are recognized to reduce the turbulence level of
shear flows and local strain, and thereby suppress the turbulent mixing with ambient
unburned gas.
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Figure 11. The effect of gas entrainment rate into zone 5 on nitric oxide formation and
diffusion flame combustion product temperature for the base case.
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6.1.3. Soot versus model constants
The three-step soot model (eq. 46-48) has four different parameters that need to be
calibrated: the pre-exponential factors

,

,

and the pressure exponent term n of the

soot oxidation equation (48). The determination of the best single set of four constants
needs a series of experimental data points. Preliminary calculations indicate that
a range of 10 to 20, and n with a range of 0.5 to 1 are reasonable trial choices.

with
is

adjusted to match engine-out soot mass for the base case with different values of
n.

and

is set as 1e10 initially based on the work of Fusco et al. [30]. Figure 12 shows the

sensitivity of each parameter to engine-out soot emissions for different EGR and
injection pressure conditions. Figures 12 (a) and (b) illustrate the effect of the pressure
exponent term n on the soot emissions as functions of injection pressure and EGR,
respectively.

is set as 15 for both figures. The pressure exponent term n determines

the effect of cylinder pressure on soot oxidation. Since reduced injection pressure or
increased EGR level result in lower cylinder pressure (will be shown later), higher value
of n results in higher soot emissions with increased EGR and steeper gradient of soot
emissions with increased injection pressure. An n value of 0.75 shows the best
agreement with different EGR and injection pressure conditions.
Figures 12 (c) and (d) show the effect of the pre-exponential factors
emissions with n set as 0.75. The effect of

on the soot

for the injection pressure sweep (Figure

12(c)) is relatively small. This is because the final engine-out soot mass is the difference
between two large quantities of the soot formation and oxidation. The oxidation
percentages are above 95% for injection pressure sweep (Figure 40). Higher value of
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definitely produces more soot precursors and therefore higher soot formation, the soot
oxidation is also enhanced since

has already been adjusted to match engine-out soot

mass for the base case. The effect of

for the EGR sweep (Figure 12(d)), however, is

significant since higher EGR greatly reduces the soot oxidation and causes
overestimated soot emissions with higher

value. The oxidation percentage is reduced

down to 38% for 49.6% EGR (Figure 33). The value of

is selected as 15 in this work.

The last parameter is the soot formation pre-exponential factor
and (f) show the effect of
effect of

on soot emissions with

. Figures 12 (e)

and n = 0.75. In fact, the

is extremely small compared to the previous two parameters. A change of

this value does not influence the overall mass of soot formed, but only the rate, under the
same amount of soot precursors. The changed soot formation rate would slightly affect
the soot oxidation. For this reason, the soot formation pre-exponential factor with a value
of 1e10 which is consistent with Fusco et al. [30] is retained in this work.
The final set of pre-exponential factors and the pressure exponent term are
summarized in Table 4. Because of the inherent measurement uncertainties and potential
inaccuracy of correlation between FSN and absolute soot mass, further improvement of
these parameters is not warranted. The predicted results, however, closely follow the
trends of the experimental data regardless of the values selected in the soot model. The
qualitative effects of engine parameters such as the injection pressure and EGR level on
soot emissions are successfully predicted.
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Figure 12. The sensitivity of soot model parameters to engine-out soot emissions.
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6.2. Numerical accuracy of results
The numerical solutions would lead to some deviations. To implement a high level
of accuracy in this simulation, the computational time step size is examined. Figure 13
shows the in-cylinder maximum pressure as a function of time step for the base case.
Fluctuations are noted when the time step is greater than 0.25 °CA. Larger time
steps cause more unstable results and if the time step is larger than 0.6°CA, the
calculated cylinder pressure has strong fluctuation due to inaccurate solution of the
differential equations and missing important features (i.e. the lift-off length is close to
the liquid length under this operating condition).The selected time step needs to be less
than 0.2°CA which is shown small enough such that solution is independent of time step.
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9500
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Figure 13. In-cylinder maximum pressure as a function of time step for the base case.
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An internal consistency check is used by applying the overall energy balance
(equation 51). Figure 14 presents the absolute error as a function of crank angle for the
base case. Two major peaks of errors are observed at the injection and initial premixed
combustion phases with 0.26% and 0.45% respectively. Instant fuel injection and
volumetric combustion cause instantaneous rapid variations of the cylinder
thermodynamic properties which may affect the calculation accuracy of the differential
equations. As time proceeds, the absolute error gradually goes down below 0.1%.
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Figure 14. Absolute error as a function of crank angle for the base case.

6.3. Model validation
After calibration of the empirical coefficients and rigorous evaluation of numerical
accuracy, the calculated cylinder pressures and AHRRs are checked against
experimental data. Figure 15 shows the comparisons between the calculated in-cylinder
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pressures and AHRRs with experimental data for three different speed/load cases. The
agreements are fairly good.
During the ignition delay period, however, the negative heat release predicted in
this model is smaller than that from experiments. The calculated results overestimate the
peak values of in-cylinder pressures for higher speed and load cases. The causes of these
discrepancies result from (1) the assumption of free fuel jet without interaction with
cylinder wall. The fuel jet impingement, especially under high load operating conditions,
causes “quench layers” with some amount of unburned hydrocarbon which may reduce
the combustion intensity. (2) the inaccuracy of the spray model. The application of the
non-vaporizing fuel spray penetration correlation ignores the effect of vaporization
which could reduce the fuel penetration. (3) the gas blow-by during the combustion
phasing may be more serious under higher engine load conditions and results in reduced
in-cylinder pressure. Not including this phenomenon may cause some discrepancies.
Figures 16 and Figure 17 show the pressure and AHRR comparisons as the
injection pressure or EGR level is varied for the base case. The results show good
agreements between the model and experimental data. Higher injection pressure reduces
the ignition delay period and results in higher cylinder pressures. The dilution effect of
EGR decreases the cylinder pressure and retards the combustion phase. The predicted incylinder pressure reproduces these tendencies, although the results show a slight
underestimation of the peak value of heat release. In general, the model is considered to
be valid for the accurate prediction of the experimental engine results within acceptable
tolerances.
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Figure 15. Pressure and AHRR comparisons for three different speed/load cases
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Figure 16. Pressure and AHRR comparisons as injection pressure is varied for the base
case (1400 rpm, 50 ft-lbs, 1.1% EGR, 860 bar injection pressure).
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Figure 17. Pressure and AHRR comparisons as EGR is varied for the base case (1400
rpm, 50 ft-lbs, 1.1% EGR, 860 bar injection pressure).
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With confidence of accurate prediction of in-cylinder pressures for different
operating conditions, the calculated nitric oxide and soot emissions are compared with
the experimental data. Figure 18 shows the nitric oxide and soot comparisons for three
different speed/load cases. Uncertainty of experimental data is reported as error bars on
the plots. As described earlier, the model constants have been adjusted to match the
engine-out emissions for the base case and are the same for all conditions. Again, the
base case is 1400 rpm and a torque of 50 ft-lbs (1.1% EGR, 860 bar injection pressure).
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Figure 18. The nitric oxide and soot comparisons for three different speed/load cases.

The quality of the nitric oxide prediction is closely coupled to the predicted quality
of the in-cylinder pressure, and calculated temperature. As indicated in Figure 18, the
calculated nitric oxide emissions are overestimated under higher speed and load cases
partially due to the over-predicted in-cylinder pressures. For the highest speed and load
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case (2400 rpm, 300 ft-lbs), the predicted soot mass does not have a good agreement
with the experimental data. This lack of good agreement may be at least partly due to the
unclear physical significance in the applied global soot kinetic mechanisms and a lack of
high level detail of soot formation with detailed fuel gas chemistry reaction. The
tendency, higher engine load produces more engine-out soot emissions, however, is still
reproduced.
Figure 19 shows the soot emissions as functions of the nitric oxide emissions as
either injection pressure (Figure 19(a)) or EGR level (Figure 19(b)) is varied for the base
case condition. The simulation results successfully reproduce the emission trends for
different injection pressures and EGR levels. The typical soot-NO tradeoffs for injection
pressure and EGR sweeps are clearly exhibited. In spite of the high sensitivity of nitric
oxide formation in the diesel engine combustion process, the calculated values are still in
reasonable agreement with the measured values. The disagreements at 750 bar and 1250
bar injection pressures are partially due to the underestimated in-cylinder pressures. The
underestimation of nitric oxide concentration under high EGR level may be due to the
lack of the prompt mechanism.
Furthermore, it is important to realize that the assumption of uniform temperature
and chemical composition for each zone may cause some errors of the engine-out
emission predictions. The concept of uniform temperature and chemical composition is
considered to be under fairly high fidelity for the unburned zones. The temperature
gradients in the combustion product zones, however, may lead to different emission
formation behaviors. Several high temperature regimes, which may exist in the un-
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homogenous zone 4, would contribute to a small amount of NO formation especially
under higher injection pressure conditions. Further improvement could be considered by
introducing more subzones in the combustion product zones when accurately prediction
of nitric oxide becomes an issue.
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Figure 19. Soot emissions as functions of the nitric oxide emissions as either injection
pressure (a) or EGR level (b) is varied for the base case.
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6.4. Detailed thermodynamic analysis
A detailed thermodynamic analysis of the DI diesel engine combustion and
emission formation processes is presented in this section. For the purpose of
investigating the typically heterogeneous-type combustion system, this model provides a
detailed assessment of the fuel spray penetration, evaporation, ignition delay and
eventual heat release. The complete description of these mechanisms could uncover
several fundamental insights of the DI combustion system. Results from this simulation
are described in the following subsections.
6.4.1. Load and speed
The selected three different speed and load cases including low speed/load,
moderate speed/load and high speed/load have been shown in Table 2. Figures 20-22
show the calculated zonal temperatures, the cylinder averaged temperatures, and the
corresponding stoichiometries of the mixture (equivalence ratio) for these three cases.
The start of combustion (SOC) and start of diffusion combustion (SOD) are noted.
Zone 1 is the liquid zone where the fuel/gas mixture is extremely rich. The
equivalence ratio of zone 1, therefore, is excluded. The average temperature in this zone
represents the fuel droplet saturated temperature under supercritical conditions. The
temperature of zone 2 goes from about 650 K to 750 K. The average equivalence ratio of
zone 2, which is dependent on the injection pressure, ambient gas density and oxygen
concentration, varies from case to case and generally ranges between 2 and 6. The
mixture temperature, , continues to increase slightly with fuel penetration and gas
entrainment into zone 3, and at the SOC, the reduced equivalence ratio and increased
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temperature are sufficient for the fuel-rich mixture to auto-ignite. The rapid consumption
of the premixed oxygen resulting from the volumetric premixed combustion and
subsequent entrained fuel-rich mixture from zone 2 lead to a rise of equivalence ratio
and a slight temperature reduction in zone 3. After a few crank angles, a diffusion flame
forms at the jet edge. The ambient fresh gas is consumed in the diffusion flame,
replenishes the high temperature product zone 5. Since there is no fresh gas entrained
into zone 3, the temperature and equivalence ratio of the fuel-rich mixture in zone 3 tend
to be stable. The combustion gradually transitions to be mixing-controlled, diffusion
flame combustion mode.
The fuel-rich premixed combustion produces a great amount of combustible
materials such as carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon in zone 4 due to the high
equivalence ratio, which results in a relatively lower combustion temperature. The
oxidation process in zone 4 due to the subsequent gas entrainment gradually releases the
energy of the incomplete combustion products, and causes a slight increase of zone 4
temperature. The average zone 4 temperature is resulting from the mutual effects among
heat release of incomplete combustion products, expansion cooling as well as heat
transfer. Soot formation is considered to mainly occur in this fuel-rich, low combustion
temperature environment.
Zone 5 shows the highest temperature resulting from the mixing-controlled
diffusion flame. The onset of the diffusion combustion occurs corresponding to the
midpoint of the premixed combustion [9]. The gas entrainment into the combustion
products, in contrast, dilutes the diffusion flame products, and thereby reduces
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temperature of zone 5 together with the associated expansion cooling and heat transfer.
The high product temperature, combined with the available source of oxygen, provides
an ideal environment for both nitric oxide production and soot oxidation.
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Figure 20. The calculated zonal temperatures, cylinder averaged temperature, and
corresponding mixture stoichiometries for the low speed/load case.
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Figure 21. The calculated zonal temperatures, cylinder averaged temperature, and
corresponding mixture stoichiometries for the moderate speed/load case.
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Figure 22. The calculated zonal temperatures, cylinder averaged temperature, and
corresponding mixture stoichiometries for the high speed/load case.
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The next set of results is based on examining the fuel distributions for different
speed/load cases. Figure 23 presents the fuel burn rates and corresponding accumulative
values for premixed and diffusion combustion as a function of crank angle for three
different speed/load cases. The fuel that has premixed with ambient gas during the
ignition delay period burns volumetrically. The volumetric premixed fuel combustion
duration is only several crank angles. The second, broader diffusion flame combustion is
controlled by the fuel/gas mixing rate, and lasts 20 to 60 crank angles dependent on the
engine operating conditions.
Different engine speed/load operating conditions would lead to different fuel
distributions. As shown in Figure 23, for the low speed/load case (1400 rpm/50 ft-lbs),
nearly 46% of total injected fuel burns out as the volumetric premixed combustion. And
this fraction is reduced down to approximately 18% for the moderate speed/load case
(1900 rpm/150 ft-lbs). For the high speed/load case (2400 rpm/300 ft-lbs), the fraction of
total injected fuel for volumetric premixed combustion is only 2.5%. The decreasing
amount of the premixed fraction for higher engine load is clearly illustrated.
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Figure 23. The fuel distributions for three different speed/load cases (note the scale
change for (a), (b), (c) ).
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Figure 24 shows the calculated instantaneous nitric oxide formations for three
different speed/load cases. The injection duration is noted for each case. Since the high
activation energy (equation 40) is required in order to decompose the stable triple-bond
of N2 molecule which initiates the overall mechanism for nitric oxide formation, the
nitric oxide emissions are produced only in the hot products regions --- diffusion flame
combustion product zone. The calculated diffusion flame combustion temperature is
critical for accurate determination of nitric oxide concentrations.
Because of the relatively “slow” nitric oxide formation mechanism, it is often
considered to be detached from the fuel chemical kinetics. Chemical equilibrium of
nitric oxide is not reached. The initial high combustion temperature and available source
of oxygen in zone 5 account for the rapid increase of nitric oxide formation. As time
proceeds, the gradually dropped temperature of zone 5 as a result of expansion cooling,
heat transfer and gas entrainment becomes a limiting factor. The nitric oxide
concentration “freezes” as a constant value due to dramatically reduced N-, O- and Hatoms which are necessary for the reverse reactions to proceed. As a consequence, the
nitric oxide emissions are eventually exhausted out of the cylinder.
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Figure 24. The instantaneous NO concentrations for three different speed/load cases
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Figure 25 illustrates the instantaneous behaviors of soot mass and soot precursor
mass as a function of crank angle for three different speed/load cases. The calculated
soot formation and oxidation at the end of each combustion cycle are presented. The soot
precursor formation results from the fuel pyrolysis originating from the fuel-rich
partially premixed flame between zone 3 and zone 4. The soot precursors are almost
completely converted to soot particles under the low speed/load case. With the increase
of engine speed and load (Figure 25(b) (c)), the soot precursors are not completely
converted into soot particles and some are exhausted out of the cylinder.
The soot formation mainly occurs in zone 4. The rapid rise of soot mass within the
reacting diesel fuel jet is corresponding to the depletion of soot precursor mass. The soot
mass reaches its peak value in a short period of time during the early stage of
combustion. Soot oxidation takes place as the soot particles reach or pass through the
high temperature diffusion flame combustion product zone 5. The soot mass is depleted
rapidly, and nearly constant levels are reached. The soot oxidation percentages are 98.0%
(low speed/load case), 95.8% (medium speed/load case) and 89.6% (high speed/load
case), respectively. The gradually reduced soot oxidation percentage with the increase of
engine load is observed. The final engine-out soot mass is a result of the balance of soot
formation and oxidation.
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Figure 25. The instantaneous behaviors of soot mass and soot precursor mass for three
different speed/load cases (note the scale change for (a), (b), (c) ).
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6.4.2. EGR level variation
The dilution effect of EGR has been deemed an effective method to change the
diesel engine combustion behavior as well as the nitric oxide and soot formation
processes. Figure 26 shows the calculated in-cylinder pressure and AHRR as EGR level
is varied for the base case (1400 rpm, 50 ft-lbs, 1.1% EGR, 860 bar injection pressure).
The re-circulated exhaust gas reduces the oxygen concentration within the cylinder,
increases the specific heat capacity of the cylinder contents, prolongs the ignition delay
and significantly depresses the in-cylinder pressure. The combustion is gradually shifted
to the expansion stroke for the fixed injection timing.
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Figure 26. The calculated in-cylinder pressure and AHRR as EGR level is varied for the
base case.
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One of the most important impacts by the employment of EGR is on the
combustion product temperatures. Figure 27 illustrates the effect of EGR on the
combustion product temperatures for zone 4 and zone 5 and average cylinder
temperature. The combustion product temperatures in zones 4 and 5 are significantly
reduced with the increase of EGR level due to the dilution effect (Figure 27 (a) (b)). The
zone 5 temperature is decreased nearly below 2200 K for 49.6% EGR level. The reduced
combustion product temperatures would lead to different behaviors of emission
formation processes (described later).
As shown in Figure 27(a), increased EGR level leads to a relatively more rapid
temperature drop in zone 4. This is largely because of reduced oxygen concentration
which leads to less oxygen entrained into the fuel-rich combustion products in zone 4
with the higher EGR levels. The prohibited oxidation process of incomplete combustion
products leads to more incomplete combustion products emitted into the environment.
Figure 27(c) is the calculated average cylinder temperature for the different EGR levels.
The average temperature shows the highest peak value for 15.0% EGR at least partly due
to the increased inlet temperature. As more EGR is added to the cylinder, excess dilution
plays a more crucial role, which lowers the averaged cylinder temperature.
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Figure 27. The calculated temperatures for (a) zone 4, (b) zone 5, and (c) cylinder
average temperatures as EGR level is varied for the base case.
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Figure 28 shows the overall heat transfer rate as a function of crank angle for
different EGR levels. The highest heat transfer rate varies between 8˚ to 10˚ after top
dead center (TDC). The instantaneous heat transfer rate is corresponding to the incylinder pressure and average temperature profiles. From the thermodynamic
perspective, one of the benefits by employment of EGR, as shown in Figure 28, is the
substantially reduced heat losses to combustion chamber surfaces due to the decreased
in-cylinder pressure and temperature. This feature allows more energy to be “available”
for conversion to mechanical work during the expansion stroke.
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Figure 28. The heat transfer rate as a function of crank angle as EGR level is varied for
the base case.
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Figure 29 presents the instantaneous fuel mass in zone 3 (Figure 29(a)) and
premixed fuel burn rate (Figure 29(b)) as EGR level is varied for the base case. SOC is
denoted by the circles shown in Figure 29(a). The fuel mass in zone 3 is calculated from
the difference between the entrained fuel and consumed fuel. After the SOC, the fuel
mass entrained into zone 3 is consumed via the premixed combustion mode and the
subsequent diffusion combustion mode until the end of combustion. By introducing
more EGR into the cylinder, the ignition delay is prolonged so that more fuel is injected
into the cylinder and mixed with the hot gas. The combustion phasing is shifted later.
Although more fuel is mixed with the hot gas before the SOC, the premixed burn rate
still slows down (Figure 29(b)) for 49.6% EGR level. In addition, the combustion
duration is extended with the increase of EGR level.
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Figure 29. The (a) instantaneous fuel mass in zone 3 and (b) the premixed fuel burn rate
as a function of crank angle as EGR level is varied for the base case.

An important feature of Figure 29 is shown in Figure 30. Figure 30 provides the
lift-off length, ambient oxygen mole fraction and

(LOL) (equivalence ratio at lift-off

length location) for different EGR levels. The flame lift-off length is inversely
proportional to the ambient oxygen mole fraction. The lift-off length is prolonged from
2.09 cm up to 4.29 cm with the increase of EGR from 1.1% to 49.6%.
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Figure 30. The flame lift-off length, ambient oxygen mole fraction and φ(LOL) as EGR
level is varied for the base case.

The fuel mass involved in the volumetric premixed combustion is derived from the
mutual offset between the ignition delay and flame lift-off length for the same injection
profile. As indicated by the circles in Figure 29(a) which show the fuel mass in zone 3 at
the start of combustion, the initial increase of EGR level prolongs ignition delay which
allows more fuel to get involved in the premixed combustion and leads to intensive
volumetric combustion. Under the heavy EGR level (49.6%), however, the substantial
extension of the flame lift-off length prohibits the further increase of fuel mass involved
in the premixed combustion. This phenomenon, combined with the extension of
premixed combustion duration, explains the reason why the heavy EGR level can reduce
the pressure rise rate as indicated in many experiments [62, 63].
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Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the instantaneous behaviors of nitric oxide (ppm),
soot mass (g/kg-fuel), and soot precursor mass (g/kg-fuel) for different EGR levels. The
reduction of the diffusion flame combustion temperature in zone 5 due to the
employment of EGR causes a significant reduction of nitric oxide emissions. For 49.6%
EGR level, the zone 5 temperature is decreased nearly below 2200 K and the thermal
nitric oxide formation is reduced close to zero.
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Figure 31. The instantaneous nitric oxide formation as EGR level is varied for the base
case.

The reduction of in-cylinder oxygen concentration and lower combustion
temperature also lead to deteriorated soot oxidation and increased soot emissions. As
indicated in Figure 32, the soot particles exhibit a slow formation rate because of the
lower combustion temperature of zone 4 with the increase of EGR level. For the case
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with 49.6% EGR, the soot formation rate is too low and some precursors are not
completely depleted by the end of the expansion stroke. This slow soot formation rate
agrees with the experimental observation shown by Idicheria and Pickett [14].
Note that the possible further reduced engine-out soot emissions may be achieved at
aggressive EGR levels (>50%). The diesel engine combustion would gradually transition
from the conventional combustion mode to low temperature combustion (LTC). The
extensively prolonged ignition delay ensures a more homogenous fuel/gas mixture to
suppress the formation of soot precursors. The further reduction of combustion product
temperature is expected to significantly prohibit the conversion rate from soot precursors
to soot particles. A simultaneous reduction of soot and nitric oxide emissions can be
achieved. Low temperature diesel combustion exhibits several new characteristics such
as the emergence of cool flame reaction and no steady state flame lift-off length [64].
The current simulation would need to be modified to capture these features for the
investigation of low temperature diesel combustion processes.
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Figure 32. The instantaneous behaviors of soot mass and soot precursor mass as EGR
level is varied for the base case.
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Figure 33 shows the calculated soot formation and oxidation as well as the
oxidation percentage at the end of each combustion cycle in the cylinder for different
EGR levels. Soot formation slightly increases first and then decreases with the
increasing EGR level. The soot oxidation is dramatically reduced as EGR increases, and
therefore, results in higher engine-out soot emissions. The oxidation percentage
decreases from 98.0% (1.1% EGR) to 38.1% (49.6% EGR).
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Figure 33. The calculated soot formation and oxidation, oxidation percentage at the end
of each combustion cycle as EGR level is varied for the base case.

The flame lift-off length and corresponding equivalence ratio (Figure 30) help
explain the soot formation behaviors for different EGR levels. As indicated before, the
soot formation correlates well with the local equivalence ratio. Initial increase of soot
formation is due to the higher equivalence ratio at the lift-off length location. The
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increasing EGR level enhances the flame lift-off length and makes more gas mix with
the fuel vapor upstream of the flame lift-off. This happens even though the overall
oxygen concentration in the cylinder is reduced. The reduced local equivalence ratio
makes fuel-rich partially premixed reaction occur with more fresh gas involved. In
summary, the reduced local equivalence ratio and lower combustion temperature are the
major features accounting for the decrease of soot formation.
6.4.3. Injection pressure variation
Injection pressure is another important parameter that affects the combustion, nitric
oxide and soot emissions of the DI diesel engine. Higher injection pressure would
produce higher injection velocity, enhance fuel spray penetration length, increase the
injection induced turbulent level, and promote the fuel/gas mixing process. Figure 34
shows the calculated in-cylinder pressure and AHRR as the injection pressure is varied
for the base case. The promoted fuel/gas mixing reduces the equivalence ratio within the
fuel jet and shortens the ignition delay. These features result in rapid fuel heat release
near TDC and thereby enhance the in-cylinder pressure. The peak value of heat release
rate is increased correspondingly.
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Figure 34. The calculated in-cylinder pressure and AHRR as injection pressure is varied
for the base case.

Figure 35 illustrates the fuel-rich combustion product temperatures (zone 4),
diffusion flame combustion product temperatures (zone 5) and cylinder average
temperatures for different injection pressures. The enhanced fuel spray penetration and
promoted gas entrainment for higher injection pressure reduce the equivalence ratio of
the fuel jet during the ignition delay, and thereby, result in increased fuel-rich
combustion product temperature in zone 4. On the contrary, the diffusion combustion
product temperature in zone 5 is reduced with the increase of injection pressure. The
increased kinetic energy of high pressure fuel injection substantially enhances the incylinder turbulence level so that more unburned gas is entrained into the already existing
combustion products and the local equivalence ratio becomes leaner. This leads to lower
temperature of zone 5 as time proceeds. The cylinder average temperature is
monotonously increased with the increase of injection pressure
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Figure 35. The calculated temperatures for (a) zone 4, (b) zone 5, and (c) cylinder
average temperature as injection pressure is varied for the base case.
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Figure 36. The instantaneous fuel mass in zone 3 (a) and the premixed fuel burn rate (b)
as a function of crank angle as injection pressure is varied for the base case.

Figure 36 presents the instantaneous fuel mass in zone 3 (Figure 36(a)) and
premixed fuel burn rate (Figure 36(b)) as injection pressure is varied for the base case.
Although the ignition delay period is reduced with the increase of injection pressure, and
also the flame lift-off length is extended (will be shown later), the dominant effects of
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enhanced fuel injection velocity and penetration length still result in higher peak value of
fuel mass in zone 3 and make more fuel involved in the volumetric premixed
combustion. The peak value of the premixed fuel burn rate is enhanced correspondingly.
Figure 37 shows the flame lift-off length and corresponding equivalence ratio as
injection pressure is varied for the base case. There is a linear increase in flame lift-off
length with enhanced injection pressure and velocity. The extended flame lift-off length
results in reduced equivalence ratio so that more fresh gas is entrained into the fuel jet at
the upstream of flame lift-off. Since fuel pyrolysis and soot precursor formation are
highly related with the flame lift-off length and the corresponding equivalence ratio, this
phenomenon is deemed as an important indicator to explain the reduced soot mass with
increased injection pressure which will be discussed in more detail later.
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Figure 37. The flame lift-off length and φ(LOL) as injection pressure is varied for the
base case.
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Figure 38 shows the instantaneous nitric oxide formations as a function of crank
angle for different injection pressures. As explained above, the fresh gas entrainment
into the combustion products has a significant effect on the nitric oxide formation.
Higher injection pressure enhances the gas entrainment rate into combustion products
and thereby results in more available oxygen in zone 5. The phenomenon, together with
the shortened ignition delay, accounts for the increase of nitric oxide emissions, in spite
of slightly reduced combustion temperature of zone 5.
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Figure 38. The instantaneous nitric oxide formation as injection pressure is varied for
the base case.
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Figure 39 compares the instantaneous behaviors of soot mass (g/kg-fuel), and soot
precursor mass (g/kg-fuel) for different injection pressures. Consistent with the
experimental evidence [13], lower injection pressure causes higher peak and engine-out
soot emissions. The corresponding increased soot precursor mass (Figure 39(b)) is
clearly observed. The soot precursor mass is almost completely converted to soot mass
for all injection pressure cases. Another interesting observation is that the peak soot
mass for 1250 bar injection pressure is comparable to that for 1000 bar injection pressure.
This is because, for 1250 bar injection pressure, the extensively increased fuel-rich
combustion product temperature (Figure 35(a)) substantially enhances soot formation
rate, and therefore leads to a high peak value of soot mass.
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Figure 39. The instantaneous behaviors of soot mass and soot precursor mass as
injection pressure is varied for the base case.

Figure 40 explores the calculated soot formation and oxidation, oxidation
percentage at the end of each combustion cycle as a function of the injection pressure.
Soot formed in the cylinder monotonically increases with the decreased injection
pressure, which may partially explain the higher peak soot and soot precursor mass
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under lower injection pressure. Although the total mass of soot oxidation is increased
correspondingly, the soot oxidation percentage is reduced from 99.3% (Pinj=1250 bar) to
95.5% (Pinj=750 bar). This is mainly due to the reduced oxygen in zone 5 (as implied in
Figure 35(b)) as well as the reduced cylinder pressure. The extended flame lift-off length
and corresponding reduced equivalence ratio suppress the formation of soot precursors
and the subsequent soot formation for higher injection pressure. Together with the
intensified soot oxidation, higher injection pressure finally results in lower peak and
engine-out soot emissions.
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Figure 40. The calculated soot formation and oxidation, oxidation percentage at the end
of each combustion cycle as injection pressure is varied for the base case.
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6.4.4. Injection timing variation
In this subsection, the effect of injection timing (SOI) is investigated. The injection
timing is commonly used to control the combustion phasing. The combustion phasing, in
turn, impacts the in-cylinder diesel fuel combustion and emission formation processes.
For this topic, no experimental data is available. The injection timing is adjusted from
12˚bTDC to 6˚bTDC with 860 bar injection pressure, and 1.1% EGR level. All other
parameters are the same as for the base case.
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Figure 41. The calculated in-cylinder pressure and AHRR as injection timing is varied
for the base case.

Figure 41 shows the calculated in-cylinder pressure and AHRR as injection timing
is varied for the base case. Advanced injection timing makes the start of combustion
occur during the compression stroke which leads to higher in-cylinder pressure. On the
other hand, retarded injection timing makes the combustion phasing shift towards the
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expansion stroke. The pressure rise due to combustion is offset by the cylinder volume
expansion, and therefore, the net results in lower in-cylinder pressure.
Figure 42 shows the fuel-rich combustion product temperatures (zone 4), diffusion
flame combustion product temperatures (zone 5) and cylinder average temperatures for
different injection timing cases. The combustion product temperature is highly correlated
with the gas entrainment into the combustion products, as indicated in equation (32).
Advanced injection timing makes the start of combustion occur earlier. The more
residence time the combustion event occurs around TDC, the higher the gas entrainment
into the combustion products is. This is because of the higher characteristic mixing
frequency

(equation 25) due to the reduced characteristic mixing length around TDC.

More gas entrainment by advancing injection timing results in higher fuel-rich
combustion product temperature in zone 4, while lower diffusion flame combustion
product temperature in zone 5. The cylinder average temperature is enhanced by
advanced injection timing. The advanced combustion phasing is considered to be the
major reason for the enhanced cylinder average temperature, associated with the
increased in-cylinder pressure.
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Figure 42. The calculated temperatures for (a) zone 4, (b) zone 5, and (c) cylinder
average temperatures as injection timing is varied for the base case.
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One of the important thermodynamic features by advancing the injection timing is
the enhanced heat losses to the combustion chamber surfaces. As shown in Figure 43,
the increased residence time of high temperature combustion products as well as
enhanced in-cylinder pressure and average temperature lead to more thermal energy
losses. Meanwhile, higher in-cylinder pressure during the compression stroke results in
more “negative” work. An appropriate selection of injection timing, therefore, is critical
in order to achieve maximum power output for a constant engine speed and fuel flow
rate.
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Figure 43. The heat transfer rate as a function of crank angle as injection timing is
varied for the base case.
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Figure 44 shows the flame lift-off length and corresponding equivalence ratio as
injection timing is varied for the base case. Compared to the effect of EGR and injection
pressure, the impact of injection timing on the flame lift-off length is relatively small.
With the advanced injection timing before TDC, the fuel is injected into a reduced incylinder temperature and pressure environment. Lower cylinder temperature and
pressure lead to higher flame lift-off length as well as reduced equivalence ratio.
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Figure 44. The flame lift-off length and φ(LOL) as injection timing is varied for the
base case.

Figure 45 and Figure 46 show the instantaneous nitric oxide (ppm), soot mass
(g/kg-fuel), and soot precursor mass (g/kg-fuel) for different injection timings.
Consistent with many experimental observations, nitric oxide emissions increase with
advanced injection timing, while lower soot mass is expected which commonly results in
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another classic soot-NO tradeoff. The effect of injection timing on emission production
can be related with the resulting combustion timing. Advanced combustion timing
allows NO formation and soot oxidation to occur earlier and therefore more residence
time is available. The more oxygen concentration in zone 5 is another feature that leads
to the increased NO concentration and soot oxidation process. The reduced peak values
of soot mass and soot precursor mass with advanced injection timing are observed.
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Figure 45. The instantaneous nitric oxide formation as injection timing is varied for the
base case.
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Figure 46. The instantaneous behaviors of soot mass and soot precursor mass as
injection timing is varied for the base case.
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Figure 47 shows the calculated soot formation and oxidation as well as oxidation
percentage at the end of each combustion cycle for different injection timing cases. The
total mass of soot formation, again, is highly related with the flame lift-off length and
corresponding equivalence ratio. The enhanced fuel/gas mixing by advancing injection
timing reduces soot precursor and the subsequent soot particle formation. As injection is
advanced, the oxidation percentage is increased due to more residence time for soot
oxidation, higher in-cylinder pressure as well as more available oxygen in zone 5.
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Figure 47. The calculated soot formation and oxidation, oxidation percentage at the end
of each combustion cycle as injection timing is varied for the base case.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A comprehensive thermodynamic simulation was developed by applying the
current understanding of conceptual models for the direct-injection diesel engine
combustion process. A typical medium-duty diesel engine was selected for this study.
The combustion chamber was divided into six zones to account for the surrounding bulk
gas, liquid- and vapor- phase fuel, pre-ignition mixing, fuel-rich combustion products, as
well as the diffusion flame combustion products. A reduced three-step
phenomenological soot model and a nitric oxide formation model were successfully
imbedded into the diesel engine combustion model. Both calibration and validation were
completed by comparisons between measured and calculated cylinder pressures, and
engine-out emissions under different operating conditions. This multi-zone
thermodynamic phenomenological model was demonstrated to be able to accurately
predict the diesel fuel jet evolution process within the combustion chamber. The results
from the emission models demonstrated at least trend-wise predictions concerning the
effects of major engine parameters on the engine-out soot and nitric oxide emissions.
The conclusions and perspectives of this work are summarized as follows.
7.1. Conclusions
1.

The new multi-zone combustion simulation based on the current understanding of
diesel engine combustion process presents good agreement between the
experimental and calculated results. Three typical soot-NO tradeoffs for various
EGR levels, injection pressures and timings were successfully reproduced.
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2.

The detailed local thermodynamic properties and energy mass distributions obtained
from the simulation provide new insights into heterogeneous type combustion
systems. The information is crucial for analysis of the emission trends and
understanding of specific combustion processes with various engine speed/loads,
EGR levels, and injection configurations, and thereby offers a convenient access for
researchers to conduct parametric studies accurately.

3.

The fuel-rich premixed combustion (zone 4) results in a relatively low combustion
temperature due to the high equivalence ratio. The subsequent oxidation process
gradually releases the energy of the incomplete combustion products, and may cause
a slight increase of zone 4 temperature. The diffusion flame combustion (zone 5)
shows the highest temperature resulting from the mixing-controlled diffusion
combustion. The gas entrainment into the combustion products, in contrast, dilutes
the diffusion flame products, and thereby reduces temperature of zone 5 together
with the associated expansion cooling and heat transfer.

4.

The dilute effect of EGR significantly reduces the fuel-rich and diffusion flame
combustion temperatures. In contrast, increased injection pressure and advanced
injection timing promote the gas entrainment within the fuel spay, resulting in
higher fuel-rich combustion product temperature, while lower diffusion combustion
product temperature during the combustion phase.

5.

The formation of nitric oxide is highly related with the gas entrainment rate into
combustion products. Higher nitric oxide concentration produced via increased
injection pressure and advanced injection timing results not only from the increased
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residence time, but also from the enhanced oxygen concentration in the diffusion
flame combustion product zone. The employment of EGR is an effective method to
decrease the nitric oxide formation due to the greatly reduced diffusion combustion
temperature.
6.

The soot formation during the diesel fuel jet evolution process is greatly affected by
the flame lift-off length and local equivalence ratio. Higher injection pressure and
advanced injection timing before TDC result in decreased soot formation because of
the extension of the lift-off length and the reduced local equivalence ratio. The
corresponding increased oxidation percentage due to the increased residence time,
higher in-cylinder pressure and enhanced available oxygen leads to smaller engineout soot emissions.

7.

For high EGR levels, the ambient oxygen concentration decreases, but the extended
flame lift-off length reduces the local equivalence ratio. This phenomenon, together
with the reduced combustion temperature, contributes to the reduced soot formation.
The less effective soot oxidation, however, results in higher engine-out soot
emissions with the increase of EGR level. For 49.6% EGR, the conversion rate of
soot particles is too low and some precursors are not completely depleted.
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7.2. Recommendations
Based on the development of the current thermodynamic engine model and
simulation results, some recommendations can be made for further work.
1.

Some approximations in the simulation development include: (a) the free fuel jet
without swirl and wall interactions, (b) the non-vaporizing fuel spray penetration
correlation was applied to calculate the fuel spray model. (c) the steady state flame
lift-off length. These assumptions cause some discrepancies, and further
improvements can be conducted from these aspects.

2.

The engine model is only limited to describe the diesel engine combustion under
conventional operating conditions. Nowadays, some modern diesel engines operate
under some form of low temperature combustion (LTC) strategies. The proposed
model is subject to improvement for accurately predicting the premixed operating
conditions with positive ignition dwell (and thus no steady state lift-off length).
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NOMENCLATURE

A

Total surface area
Soot formation constant
Soot oxidation constant
Precursor formation constant

B

Specific energy ratio

Cv

Constant volume specific heat capacity
Area contraction coefficient
Discharge coefficient
Pre-factor of energy dissipation
Empirical coefficient for turbulence caused by the air motion
Empirical coefficient for turbulence caused by fuel injection
Empirical coefficient for lift-off length
Pre-factor of the injected fuel kinetic energy
Empirical coefficient for gas entrainment into zone 4
Empirical coefficient for gas entrainment into zone 5
Velocity contraction coefficient
Effective nozzle diameter
Nozzle orifice diameter
Characteristic mixing frequency
Ambient gas mass necessary for the combustion of 1 kg of fuel
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h

Enthalpy
Heat transfer coefficient

ID

Ignition delay

k

Turbulent kinetic energy
Forward rate constant of the nitric oxides kinetics
Kinetic energy of the injected fuel
Variable for premixed burn rate
Variable for premixed burn rate
Reverse rate constant of the nitric oxides kinetics
Characteristic mixing length

M

Molecular weights

m

Mass

n

Exponent term in the computation of soot oxidation
Number of nozzle holes

P

Pressure
,

Partial pressure of oxygen
Oxygen partial pressure of air under the standard state.

Phi

, equivalence ratio

Q

Heat transfer

R

Gas constant
Equilibrium rate for the i-th reaction of nitric oxide kinetics
Mole EGR ratio
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Nozzle area
Dimensionless penetration distance
Normalization factor of penetration distance
T

Temperature

t

Time
Normalized time ranging from 0 to 1
Dimensionless penetration time
Normalization factor of penetration time

U

Internal energy
Fuel injection velocity

V

Volume
Mean piston speed
Oxygen mole fraction of EGR

x

Mole of product species for one mole fuel

Z

Compressibility
Stoichiometric fuel mass fraction

Greek letters
Equivalence ratio
Density
Ratio of fuel density to surrounding gas density
Measured spray angle
Modeled spray angle
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Characteristic mixing velocity
Characteristic mixing time
γ

Ratio of specific heat

Abbreviations
AHRR

Apparent heat release rate

bTDC

Before top dead center

CA

Crank angle

CFD

Computational fluid dynamics

DI

Direct injection

EGR

Exhaust gas recirculation

FSN

Filter smoke number

LL

Liquid length

LOL

Lift off length

LTC

Low temperature combustion

NO

Molecular formula of nitric oxide

PAH

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

PL

Penetration length

ppm

Parts per Million

rpm

Revolution per Minute

SOC

Start of combustion

SOD

Start of diffusion combustion

TDC

Top dead center
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Subscripts
avg

Average

chem

Chemical

cyl

Cylinder

diff

Diffusion

diss

Dissipation

e

Equilibrium concentration

evap

Evaporation

f

Fuel

g

Gas

hr

Heat release

ign

Ignition

inj

Injection

LO

Lift-off

noz

Nozzle

p

Precursor

pf

Precursor formation

pre

Premixed

prod

Product

ref

Reference

s

Saturation

sf

Soot formation
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so

Soot oxidation

soc

Start of combustion

v

Vapor
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